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Double trouble

0FFTHEWALL

Austin's Coffee and.Film
displays political posters;
picket signs -SEE NEWS, A9

U CF's two-quarterback attack hits the
road to take on
. UTEP -SEESPORTS,A7
Technolog

DON'TYOU DATE
MESS WITH MY

Senate hopefuls _get chance to chat
attended
Marlee Popluder, assistant
supervisor of elections, said
With three days left before that it's a meet-and-greet for
the SGA election starts, the .future senators and students,
Election Commission brancp. and an opportunity to talk
hosted a meet-and-greet event about their platform and ideas.
Popluder and Supervisor of
for students and Senate hope- ·
Elections Sean Hughes hosted
fuls.
The Student Union's main the meet-and-greet, which
entrance may have been started at 2 p.m.
"I'm here to meet future
closed on Wednesday, but its
Cape Florida Ballroom was senators," said Xiang Liu, a
open for students to mingle - grad student who is an electriwith current and running SGA cal engineering major.
senators, as well as eat free
Liu said he attended the
pizza. At least 20 people event because he saw it in the

MARY CRISTOBAL

FormoreSGA
coverage, go to
www.UCFNews.com

Staff Writer

I!

•

A ·me you tinker with something that
mil ·ons of people use daily, ymfre going
to pset some folks. That may explain
why Facebook's new makeover is
spar\lng strong opinions - hysteria, .
eve~ - among the more than 100
milfion users of the popular socialnetwoilcing site. More than a week after
Facebook began forcing users to its
redesigned pages, a backlash is still
rippling_through the onli~e community.

daily UCF £-Newsletter, and·
he didn't know who the current senators were.
A student with pizza in
hand was greeted by Sen.
Sarah Bishop, College of Business Administration Seat 5,
with a smile and a handshake.
She went around the room and
introduced herself to almost
every student coming in; She
PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON A6.

JOHANNA STIWART / CENTRAL flDRIDA flJlURE

Students speak with Senate hopefuls at the Senate Meet-and.{;reet held Wednesday in the Cape

Aorida Ballroom.The Elections Commission branch hosted the event, which atxyp 20 attended.

Patents
•
groWU1g
quickly
atUCF

Technology

GOOGLE
CELEBRATING ITS
•

Schooljumps to
top 10 in Scorecard

To help celebrate Google's 10th birthday,
the ambitious Internet giant is launching
an initiative to solicit,and bankroll, fresh
ideas that it believes could have broad
and benefii:ial impact on people's lives.
Called Project 10A 100 (pronounced "10
to the 100th''),Google'siniti_ati~will
seek inputfrom the public and a panel of
judges in choosing up to five winning
ideas, to be.announced in Februafy.

SHAUN BEVAN
Staff Writer

UCF ranked eighth out of
122 U.S. universities in the
2008 Patent Scorecard, which
ranks the overall quantity and
quality of patents that are frequently cited by other
patents.
After jumping from 21st to
eighth. UCF joins prominent
research universities such as
the Massachusetts Institution
of Technology and California
Institution of Technology in
the top 10 list from the September issue of Intellectual
Property Today.
"I think it's attributed to
our faculty and the kinds of
break~through research that
they're doing that other people are building on," said
Joseph Giampapa, director of
Technology Transfer.
UCF also ranked third in

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
--phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CA~PYS,A2

BALL STATE PROFESSOR
TO DISCUSS WORK IN
KEY WEST B~LlRO.OM
Jennifer Blackmer, ~n assistant
professor in the Department of
Theatre'& Dance at Ball State
University, will discuss her work today
· in the Key West Ballroom at the
Student Union starting at 1:30 p.m.

LOCAL & STATE,A2

INVESTIGATOR FIRED,
4 OFFICERS SUSPENDED
FOR FAILED DRUG STING
An investigator has been fired and
four other police officers were .
suspended without pay for two weeks
for their roles in a botched drug sting
that led to the death of a young
informant. Deputy Chief John Proctor
was also given a r>primand.

NATION & WORLD, A4

SWEDISH OFFICERS
QUESTION BOY ABOUT
YOUTUBE VIDEO
Swedish police officers q\Jestioned a
16-year;-<>ld boy and confiscated 12
firearms after receiving a tip about an
-online viooi dip on YouTube, in which
he poses with weapons, Swedish
police said Thursday.
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Bob Barr talks on behalf of Libertarians
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
Staff Writer

"You put the Libertarian Party in
charge, things will change,'' Bob
Barr, presidential nominee for the
Libertarian Party, said in front of a
crowd of nearly 200 people at the
UCF Student Union on Wednesday.
"The Libertarian Party believes in
the Bill of rughts, we believe in the
Constitution, and we will support it,
and we will once again implement
it," Barr said
During the speech Barr discussed
the recent federal bailouts of mortgage lenders, Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, the Foreign Intelligence and
Surveillance Act and the limitation
of presidential powers. After the
speech, people from the audience
asked the candidate questions pertaining to immigration, intellectual

property and the alleged attempts of
the U.S. Government to create a
North American Union
"I'm a registered Libertarian, ·a
member of the Libertarian Party, and
have been waiting for an opportunity to see him ever sine~ he got the
nomination in May," said Phil Russo.
Russo ' attended the event and
brought along with him Barr's book
The Meaning ofIs.
Before the speech, Franklin Perez
spoke to promote his campaign for
District 33 in the Florida House of
Representatives under the Libertarian Ticket.
The Libertarian Party is a thirdparty in the United States based on
libertarianism, a political philosophy
that embraces individual rights

through broader civil liberties and
free-market policies.
"I thought he was really good,''
said Nik Ritchie, the founder and
president of student libertarian
group and event host Knights for
Liberty. "He was a really good speaker, I thought he addressed the issues
verywell"
Ritcliie stated that he has been
contacting Barr's campaign even
~efore Barr got his party's nomination in an attempt to get Barr to
speak on campus.
"I kept ·e-mailing and e-mailing
and e-mailing until they agreed to do
it,'' rutchie said
Barr first entered into national

.

PLEASE SEE

BARR ON AS

JILLIAN KROTKI
StaffWriter

Members of UCF's Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union are speaking up to
protest Amendment 2, the
Marriage Protection Act, and
looking for more volunteers to
support their cause.
On Nov. · 4, registered
Floridians will be voting on
this amendment which reads:
"In as much as marriage is
the legal union of only one
man and one woman as husband and wife, no other legal

MELISSA CHADBOURNE / CENTRAL flDRIDA F\JT\JRE

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student Union officers frorri left to right Gabrielle Shulruff,Jessica Brown, Elizabeth McDaniels, Brennan McNell,
President Jessica Osborn, Matt Patterson, Heather Kalman, Danny Brookmyer, Michael Pickert, and Aaron Valentine lead the first fall meeting.

union that is treated as marriage or the substantial equivalent thereof shall be valid or

recognized"
GLBSU is fighting for equal
rig\lts. Several laws already

exist in Florida that ban samePlfASE SEE

AMENDMENT ON A6

PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A5

AT&T

donates
$30,000
toUCF
STEFANIE KUNCMAN
Contributing Writer

AT&T donated $30,000 to
UCF on Sept. 4 to help fund
graduate programs and fellowships for live simulation
technology.
The fellowships are to
create technologies that
could be used for simulators
and help improve the live
simulations used currently,
said Brian Goldiez, the
deputy director and principal
investigator of the UCF Institute for Simulation and
Training.
Jim
Skurka,
AT&T
spokesman for Orlando
Operations, said that the
UCF community is the single
largest economic cluster of
simulation work in the world
PL£ASE ~EE

$2SK ON A6
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Ball State professor to discuss work
Jennifer Blackmer, an assistant professor in the Department of Theatre & Dance at Ball
State University, will discuss her
work with undergraduate
researchers today in the Key
West Ballroom at the Student
· Union from 1:30 p.m. to 2:45 p.m.
For more information. contact Kimberly Schneider at 407or
e-mail
823-3125
OUR@mail.ucf.edu.
For her complete profile
please visit www.researchsymposium.ucf.edu/bio.php.

Tbe Student Newspaper at IKF since 1968
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The CentrrJI Rorido Future Is the independent, student·
written newspaper at the Uni\ffiity of Central florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
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or the Univeooy administration. All content is property of
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or in whole without permission from the publisher.
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Editor-in-Chief

UCF Concert Band holds event

Padridc Brewer x213

A concert by the UCF Concert Band and the UCF Wmd
Ensemble under the direction
of Michael Garasi will be held
today from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in
the VISual Arts Building Auditorium.
For more information contact 407-823-3581.

editrJr@Cl!ntro/FloridaFuture.com

· News Editor
Tara Young x213
MICHELLE LIGHTBOURNE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

News.CFF@gmail.=

Kris Krane, left, speaking about the benefits of marijuana, and Kevin Sabet, right, speaking against, led the debate at the annual 'Dreads vs. Feds' at the Union on Wednesday.

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley xiu
Onl/ne.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editors

Guitar concert to be held Sunday

N.ORMLand
CAB host
the Great
Marijuana
Debate

At the Rehearsal Hall on the
UCF Main Campus will be Vrr- .
ginia Luque's Guitar Concert:
A Tribute to Luthier Don
Manuel Velazquez on Sunday
from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
For more· information contact Josi M. Maunez-Cuadra at
407-823-1173 or e-mail latinamerica@mail.ucf.edu.

Lou Frey Symposium starts Monday
The Lou Frey Institute ofPolitics & Government's fall symposium will be . held Monday
from 9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the
Pegasus Ballroom at the Student
Union.
The symposium will provide
_an opportunity to hear from a
group of-commentators and policy makers in the field
Contact Drew Lanier at 407823-0665
or
dlanier@mail.ucf.edu for more
information.

Contributing Writer

. Marijuana was on the minds of students Wednesday night, as they gathered on the third-floor of the Student
Union to listen in on Dreads vs. Feds:
· The Great Marijuana Debate.
The UCF chapter of the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws and the Campus Activities Board brought the legality of marijuana to the table.
''I don't think marijuana should be
legalized, bftt I think it should be
decriminalized,'' Billy Rutterman, an
18-year-old freshman information
technology major, said. ''I want to
gain insight from b<;>th sides of the·
debate.?'
Kevin Krane, Executive Director of
Students for a Sensible Drug Policy,
and Dr. Kevin Sabet, founder of Students Taking Action Not Drugs, were
both given two minutes to address
questions on the pros and cons of
legalizing marijuana written by
NORML and UCF students.
"We are asking tough que&tions we
want answered,'' said James McIntyre,
a UCF junior and Public Relations.
Director for NORML. "We want to
. educate students on what's going on."
Both speakers seemed to agree .
that educating students was the goal,
· but both had different opinions overall.
'~though marijuana is clearly not
as destructive as snorting cocaine or
injecting heroin, in my opinion, it is
still not as harmless as one once
thought,'' Sabet said.
He also ·s aid that we view marijuana as being harmless in the same way
that we once looked at tobacc·o in the
40s and 50s and heroin in the 1800s,
when it was used to hush babies.
Krane argued this notion with
some background on,alcohol prohibition and the illegalities of marijuana.
"Congress outlawed marijuana in
1937 after only two minutes of debate
_o n the house floor,'' Krane said.
"Today marijuana remains illegal in
the U.S. despite having caused no
overdose. deaths in the history of
mankind and despite being -no more
harmful than legally regulated alcohol and tobacco."
With a brief history lesson under
their belts, "the speakers soon moved
on to focus on the next question at
hand: marijuana used for medicinal
purposes.
Sabet said the issue of medical
marijuana is complex and more
research should be. done on THC,
although if medical marijuana is used,
it should be given in its pill form.

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Investigator fired, four officers
suspended for role in botched bust
TALLAHASSEE
An
investigator has been fired and
four other Tallahassee police
officers were suspended without pay for two weeks for their
roles in a botched drug sting
that led to the death of a young
informant.
Tallahassee Police Chief
Dennis Jones also said Thursday that Deputy Chief John
Proctor received a formal reprimand and the four suspended
officers will be reassigned
upon their return to work.
Jones noted viol;itions of
department policy involving
drug buy-and-bust policies as
well as the use of cash in such
operations.
A grand jury found police
undercover operations negligent in the death of 23-year-old
Rachel Hoffman, who was
killed in the aborted sting in
May. Two people were indicted
on first-degree murder charges.

Mother of missing child accused
of defamation by local woman
ORLANDO - A woman
has filed a defamation lawsuit
against a mother after she
claims she was accused of kidnapping a missing central Flori.,,
da child.
Attorney John Morgan says
Zenaida Gonzalez has never
met Casey Anthony, who he
said accused Gonzalez of taking the child in June. Gonzalez
sued Anthony on Wednesday
in Orlando.
Anthony says she last saw 3year-old Caylee in June with a
baby sitter named Zenaida
Gonzalez. Authorities don't
believe her.
Todd Black, a spokesman for

LOCAL ON A4

CORRECTION

•

In the Sept. 24 issue, the article titled " Cracking bricks shut
down Union," the headline
implied that the Student Union
was closed.
Only the front entrance of the
Student Union was closed.
The other entrances and the
business in;;ide were unaffected
ind remain open.
i..,

Sports.CFF@gmail.com

Variety Editor
Whitney Hamrick x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor .
Sarah Rogers
Photo.CFF@gmailcom
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Staff Writers
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Shahdai Richardson, Kelda Senior,
Robyn Sidersky, Kari Wilberg, William Perry
Melissa Chadbourne, Jonathan Hohensee,
Allen Levin, Ashley lnguantc1

Copy Editors
Chtis Hoadley, Lauren Erlich

THE TOP 10 REASONS MARIJUANA SHOULD BE LEGAL .
10. Prohibition has failed to control the use and domestic production of marijuana. The government has
tried to use criminal penalties to prevent marijuana use for over 75 years and yet: marijuana is now used by
over 25 million people annually, cannabis is currently the largest cash crop in the United States, and
marijuana is grown all over 1he planet.

8. Aregulated, legal market in marijuana would reduce marijuana sales and use among teenagers, as well
as reduce their exposure to other drugs in the illegal ma.rket.
·
7. Legalized marijuana would reduce the flow of money from the American economy to international
criminal gangs.

,

6. Marijuana's legalization would simplify the development of hemp as a valuable and divers~ agricultural
crop in the United States, including its development as a new bio-fuel t(! reduce carbon emissions.
5. Prohibition is based on lies and disinformation.Justification of marijuana's illegality increasingly requires
distortions and selective uses of the scientific record, causing harm to the credibility ofteachers, law
enforcement officials, and scientists throughout the country.

4. Marijuana is not a lethal drug and is safer than alcohol. It is established scientific fact that marijuana is
not toxic to humans; marijuana ov_erdoses are nearly impossible, and marijuana is not nearly as addictive as
alcohol or tobacco.

High:87°
Low:66°
i,

Editorial Adyiser
Abraham Aboraya

BU5.IJtESS

,

407-447-4555

Advertising Sales Director
Mark Lanaris x204
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Trisha Irwin x212
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Distribution Manager
Ryan McDonald x211
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com

General Manager
Raymond ~- Bush x220

government programs.
2. Marijuana use has positive attributes, such as its medical value and use as a recreational drug with
relatively mild side effects.
1. Marijuana users are determined to stand up to the injustice of marijuana probation and accomplish
legalization, no matter how long or what it takes to succeed.
- HIGH TIMES. POSTED SEPTEMBER 1,2007

black market.
."You will still have the black market because it is cheaper,'' Sabet said.
,, Although Sabet and Krane disagreed on many issues,. they still managed to fmd some common ground,
such as driving while under the influence of marijuana.
Krane said he does believe there
should be an age requirement on purchasing marijuana and there should
be restrictions on driving under the
influence, put overall it should be an
individual's choice to smoke marijuana.
.
The Great Marijuana Debate
ended with one fmal plea from Krane,
directed at the audience.
'We need to get beyond the political back and forth dominating the
debate of the marijuana policy and
get back to common sense,'' Krane
said. "[The common sense] of
whether or not we think adults law-binding, tax-paying adults - are
responsible enough to make the
choice to · smoke marijuana in their
own homes."

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

Today: Sunny all day with a 10 percent
chance of rain, a UV index of 9 and
wind from west-northwest at 5 mph.
Tonight: Aclear night with a 10 percent chance of percipitation and maximum percipitation of 75 percent.

SUNNY

High:88°
Low:70°

High: ss0
ISOLATEDT-STORMS Low: 73°

Sunday

V

•

University Sales Di{'e(tor
Heissam Jebailey x201

3. Marijuana is too expensive for our justice system and should instead be taxed t~ support beneficial

"There are proper ways to deliver
medicine,'' Sabet said.. "We don't
smoke medicine."
Although Krane agreed with Sabet
that smoking marijuana is not the
most effective delivery method, he
also stands strong to the idea that it
should be used for medicinal purposes.
According to the NORML Web
site, marijuana's therapeutic uses
include relief for a number of medical
conditions, including nausea, vomiting, stimulating appetite, promoting
weight gain, diminishing intraocular
pressure from glaucoma and diminishing tremors in multiple sclerosis
patients.
Krane also argued that using marijuana would benefit the economy.
"Marijuana is the largest cash crop,
bigger than any legal product, [such
as] tobacco or cotton,'' Krane said.
"There are billions of dollars to be
made on the taxation of marijuana."
Sabet was quick to throw out this
argument by disregarding the money
made on taxation, because of the

.,
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SUNNY

Graphic Artists
.
(.ara Cooper,
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perceptio!) that law enforcement is biased and prejudiced against minorities.
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9.°Arrests for marijuan~ poss~ssion disproportionately affect blacks and Hispanics and reinforce the
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Veg Fest coming late Oct.
INGRID MARABLE
Contributing Writer

The third-annual Central
Florida Veg Fest will take
place Oct., 25, 2008 from
10am. to 6p.m. at- Loch
Haven Park in Orlando.
"Health and wellness,
vegetarian cuisine, animal
welfare and rights, the environment and communitybuilding activism" are the
themes of Veg Fest, according to its Web site.
Veg Fest is a vegetarian

food festival that takes place
in the month of October in
honor of World Farm Animals Day, a day of mourning
for the slaughter of farm animals.
· The mission of the 2008
Veg Fest is to support vegetarians and those transitioning into vegetarianism, and
to promote the lifestyle,
according to its Web site.
Vegetarian concession-stands hosted by Central
Florida area restaurants, natural markets, and caters will

A3

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

"FUNNY, TWISTEDNeilAND
IMMENSELY ENTERTAINING."
Miller, FILMSCHOOLREJECTS.COM

be at the festival. Food preparation
demonstrations,
organic-living and animal~
rights speakers, live acoustic
and indie music, yoga and
vendor tables are some of
the events that will take
place.
There will also be kid's
activities, including a "Veggie Rap" stage and story time
hosted by Mother Nature.
Admission
to
the
festival is free. Visit
www.cfvegfest.org for a
schedule of events.
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MOBILE USERS - FOR SHOWTIMES - TEXT CHOKE AND YOUR ZIP CODE TO 43 KIX (43549)
SARAH ROCiERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Former Miami Heat basketball star Alonzo Mourning and his wife, Tracy, stopped by the Student Union on Wednesday to speak
about the importance of voting in the November election. The event took place in the Pegasus Ballroom at 4:45 p.m.

.EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS START FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
AMC

CINEMARK THEATERS

Lake Buena Vista 407-298-4488 Maitland 407-629-0054

Orlando 407-351-3117

C/\LL THEATRE FOR SH0\''1H,1ES

.

REGAL CINEMAS

PLEASURE ISLAND 24 'ENZIAN THEATRE FESTIVAL BAY MALL WATERFORD LAKES 20
Orlando 407-207-9.11 O
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Shown from our collection:
Cardigans. $98-$118.
Tops. $48.
Skirts. $98.
Dresses. $128.
Leggings. $28.
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The Style

of Your Life .

-subject to credit approvaL $100 of net purchases (merchandise less tax, adjustments and returns) must be made using your Dillard's Card between 9/18108 and 9/28/08 in the Dilfard's Ladies' Shoes Department to QUallfy tor $20 in Reward Certificates, which will arrive in your statement within 1-2 billing cycles.
Must purchase two or more palrs of shoes to qualify. One offer per account Employees, officers, and directors of Dillard's, Inc. are not eligible. See Rewards Program tenns in CarclholdefAgreement or appficatiOn fonnore Cletails.

..

USE YOUR DlllARD'SCHARGE. WE ALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARl(AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S ewe & DISCOVER CARD.
R.ORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNECENTER (407) 330-1775 • WEST OAKS MAU (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDOMARKETPIACE (407) 9TT-9996 • ALTAMONTE MAU (407) 830-1211 FASHION SQUARE (407) 896-1211 • VOLUSIA MALl.{386) 255-8161
.
MERRITT SQUARE(321) 452-6411 • MELBOURNESQUARE (321) 676-1300 - Mort-Sat 10-9, Sun. 12-6
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LOCAL & STATE

NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from around the globe

FROM A2

Anthqny's attorney, says this
isn't the same Zenaida Gonzalez Anthony left her child
with. :Black called the lawsuit
frivolous.
Anthony remains a "person of interest." She has been
charged with child neglect,
making false statements and
obstruction. She says she
doesn't know what happened
to Caylee.

ur ly

Haircut & Style $12 • Highlights begin at $36
Waxing begins at $10 • Facials begin at $40

Florida Supreme Court reverses
death sentences on .two prisoners
TALLAHASSEE - The
Florida Supreme Court has
reversed two death sentences; one a 22-year-old
· murder case from Leon
County and the other in the
killing of a Brevard County
couple in 2000.
In a split decision, the high
court said Thursday the state
failed to provide unbiased
ground for defendant Anthony Welch when he objected
to the state's preemptory
challenge to a female juror.
Welch was convicted of
killing Rufus and Kyoko
Johnson in December 2000. In the second case, the
court asked for a new evidentiary hearing on behalf of
Jerry Wickham, convicted of
a 1986 murder and'robbery in
Leon County. The ruling also
ordered the new hearing be
presided by a judge outside
the Second Judicial Circuit.

•
•
•
•
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- ASSOCIATED PRESS

ASSOCIATED PRESS PHOTO

In this Aug. 23 photo, released by the Jiuquan Launch Center on Thursday, Chinese
astronauts Jing Haipeng, left, Zhai Zhigang and Liu Bo ming wave during training,

. Swedish police question boy
regarding YouTube video

STOCKHOLM, Sweden
- Swedish police ques. tioned a 16-year-old boy and
confiscated 12 firearms after
receiving a tip about a video
clip on YouTube in which
he poses with weapons,
police said Thursday.
The boy was arrested in
Koping, central Sweden, late
Wednesday for alleged illegal weapons possession and
for "creating danger to others."
He was released Thursday because "the prosecutor
does not think he poses an
immediate threat," police
spokesman
Borje
Stromberg said. It was not
immediately clear whether
the teen would faGe charges.
Free gas offer draws 3,000,
Stromberg said police
results in four car crashes
made three raids in Koping
FORT P.IERCE - A free .
after seeing a clip the boy
gas giveaway sponsored by a
had posted on YouTube,
lawyer and a radio station
where he shows weapons
turned into a free-for-all.
and threatens to use them.
Stuart attorney Willie ·
He said they found· 12
Gary and local hip-hop/R.&B
firearms, including autoradio station Xl.02.3 sponmatic weapons, hunting
sored a free gel$ giveaway
rifles and guns, and are now
Wednesday afternoon to the investigating who owns the
first 102 listeners who went
weapons and whether they
to a-Wal-Mart gas station in
are licensed.
Fort Pierce.
Stromberg said the boy
had "not expressed a threat
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
toward any specific person
orplace.'r
.
.
Two men, aged 37 and 42,
were also questioned in
connection with the seized
weapons but were later
released.
The arrest was made two
What's in the news at
days after 22-year-old Matti
Saari killed 10 people and
colle~es around the c ~
himself at a school in
University of Iowa president
Kauhajoki, western Finland.
defe_nds school}aSSaiiltresponse
In November last year,
WEST DES MOINES,
18-year-old
Pekka-Eric
Iowa - University of Iowa
Auvinen ·tatally shot eight
President· Sally Mason -on
people and himself in
Thursday defended how she -Jokela, near Helsinki.
ani:l other ·officials respond:Both gunmen had posted
ed to a sexual assault case,
violent clips on YouTube
but she admitted major
before the shootings and
shortcomings and -a--ne~d for
police had questioned Saari
change in the school'.s poliabout his postings before
cies.
this week's attack, but
"Failing a student who
decided to releas~ him.
·
asks for our help is unacceptIn a separate incident in
able. Failing to be, tiansparcentral Sweden on Thursent and accountable to the
day, Carlforsska high school
Board of Regent_s and ultiin Vasteras was evacuated
mately the people of Iowa is
after someone left a threat
also unacce,I>table," Mason
against the school on a piece
told the regents. "Our stuofpape:i;. .
dents and their parents
"They received a threat
expect more of us. The unithat someone was about to
versity community ·as a
shoot the school to pieces.
whole expects more of us.
We don't know if there is
The citizens of Iowa expect
any substance to it, but the
more of us, and I expect
principal·decided to evacumore of us."
ate the school to be on the
Mason spoke both prisafe side," Stromberg said.
vately and publicly with the
The same school was hit
board, which is examining
by a telephone threat after
how the university respondthe Jokela massacre last year
ed to an October 2007 inciwhen again it was evacuatdent that allegedly involved
ed. Nobody was arrested
two Iowa football players
over the call.
and a female student athlete.
She said most university
Pakistan's army says its troops
officials followed established
fired at foreign helicopters
rules, but the procedures
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan
were flawed.
- Pakistan's army said its
"Some university officials
troops fired warning shots
did not do all that they could
when two foreign helicophave done, or should have
ters crossed the Afghan bordone, even within those proder and the helicopters
cedures to ensure that the
returned fire before re.:.
young woman was protected
crossing the frontier.
and supported by the univerThe U.S.-led coalition
sity," she said.
ha.s confirmed that two
Mason went on to apoloAmerican helicopters came
gize to the woman and· ~er
under fire on Thursday, but
family for the university's
denies that its aircraft
response and for the
crossed the border or fired
woman's treatment on camback.
pus after the.alleged attack.
A Pakistani military
"We must make certain
issued a statement insisting
that the kind of harassment
the helicoptt;rs passed over
that happened to the woman
one of their border posts
after the alleged assault is
and were "well within" Paktolerated by no one," Mason
istani territory when the
told the regents.
troops fired what it called
The meeting in West Des
"anticipatory
warning
Moines came two days after
shots."
Mason fired two administraIt said it was in contact
tors over their roles in the
with NATO's headquarters
matter.
in Kabul and that the issue
was being resolved
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One of the top Cosmetology schools in the country.
Classes now enrolling.

China successfully launches
three-man crew mto space
JIUQUAN, China
· China
successfully
launched a three-man crew
into space Thursday to
carry out the country's first
spacewalk, beginning the
nation's most challenging
space mission since it first
sent a person into space in
2003.
The Shenzhou 7 spacecraft, China's third manned
mission, blasted off atop a
Long March 2F. rocket
shortly after 9:00 a.m. EDT
under clear night skies in
northwestern China.
The spacewalk by one of
the astronauts is exp,e cted to
take place either on Friday
or Saturday. ·
· Underscoring the I]J.ission's heavy political over. tonesi Chinese President
and Communist Party head
Hu Jintao was shown liv~ on
state television hailing rhe ·
astronauts at the launch site
near the northwestern town
ofJiuquan.
"You will · definitely
accomplish this glorious
and sacred mission. The
motherland and the people
are looking forw.ard to your
triuinphant return," Hu told
the three, who wen~ dressed
in their flight suits and
behind glass to avoid germs.
The mission, expected to
last three to four days, is
devoted almost entirely to
carry out the 40-minute ·
·
spacewalk.
The spacewalk is expected to help China master the
technology for docking two ·
orbiters to create China's
first orbiting space station
in the next few years.
·
The , spacewalk could
happen either Friday or Saturday depending on how
well the astronauts adapt to
weightlessness and , other
physical demands of their
. environment, according to
the _China Manned Space
Engineering Offic:e.
The astronauts would
return to Earth soon after
the spacewalk, the office
said
The two astronauts who
don spacesuits for the
Shengzhou 7 spacewalk will
be supported by Russian
experts throughout the mission. Only one will actually
leave the orbiter module to
retrieve scientific experiments placed outside.
One of the astronauts
will wear China's home.:. made Feitian suit, while the
other will wear a Russianmade suit. ·
Fighter pilot Zhai Zhi- ·
gang, an unsuccessful candidate for the previous two
manned missions, has been
touted by the official Xinhua News Agency as the
leading astronaut to carry
out the spacewalk.

Explosion goes off in Myanmar
near anniversary of protest
YANGON, Myanmar Witnesses say an explosion
went off in Myanmar's main
city amid tight security to
mark the one-year anniversary of the junta's crackdown on pi:o-democracy
protesters.
Witnesses say three people appeared to have been
lightly wounded by Thursday's blast.
The explosion occurred
around 10:30 a.m. local time
· at a bus stop near Yangon's
City Hall, which was central
to the protests led by Bud:
dhist monks a year ago.
Riot police have poured
into the area and sealed it
off with yellow tape. Security has been tight in downtown Yangon ahead of the
anniversary.
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Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not .enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by·donating. plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable prodl}cts_for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

* $10 Special-~ew and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your.2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

CLAIMING TO BE TAMPA BAY'S
PREMIER MBA PROGRAM
IS ONE THING.
EARNING IT IS ANOTHER.

UT

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Melin da Caron, MBA '07
Senior Audi tor
City of St. Peters b\J rg, FL

IS ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO EARN YOUR MBA

according to the Princeton Review, which named The

~niversity of Tampa's John H. Sykes College of Business as

one of the "Best 290 Business Schools in the World" for the second straight
year. The college is also accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
·Schools of Business (AACSB). the highest level of accreditation a business ·
school can earn internationally. Admission to UT's MBA Program is the area's
most selective too -

so you'll be among the best of the best. When you're

ready to start yo1,1r degree, choose Tampa"s Most Selective MBA.
Reserve your seat at our next Info Session to learn about UT's graduate programs:

MBA • MS in Accounting • MS in finance • MS in Marketing

SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL ~ CELLENCE I 401 W. Kenn~dy Blvd , Tampa, FL 33606-1490

-

321-235-9100

TAMPA
JOHN H. SYKES COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
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ogy.
." It shows that you have to

work at it or people will pass
you by, even if they're small
upstarts," Giampapa said, "so
we've got to _keep working
harder and one of the things
we're encouraging on behalf
of the state is more investment in technology and
research."
About 300 patents can be
. attributed to UCF, and the
majority of these are from the
last five years.
"It's been such a rapid progression, because we really
just got into thic; business not
terribly long ago," said Barb
Abney, director of marketing
and communications for the
Office of Research and Commercialization
Technology transfer, com~
monly referred to as tech
transfer, is a process in which
universities decide if technology that come from research
labs has any commercial
value and then make the decision on whether the university might want to invest in it.
This process was opened to
state universities in 1980 ·
when the Bayh-Dole Act was
passed, but it wasn't until 1996
that the UCF office was established, Giampapa said,
"So we're about 15 years
behind some of the_players,
not all of tlrem, but some of
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politics in 1994 after gaining a
seat in Congress for Georgia's
7th District and beating the
incumbent Democrat.
While in Congress, Barr
was appointed to be one of the
managers in the House of Representatives to conduct the
impeachment of President Bill
Clinton.
In 2002, Barr lost the seat in
a primary election against John
Linder. Following the loss of
his seat, Barr underwent a
political ideology shift and
embraced a libertarian philosophy, denouncing the policies of
President George W. Bush and
many ofthe platforms that Barr
formerly supported
. In May of 2008, Barr managed to capture the nomination for presidency for the Llbertarian Party, beating out
Mary Ruwart and Wayne
Allyn Root. Root is now Barr's
running mate.
'½. lot of our time we are
spending - is to campuses,
because young people understand - even more so, I think,
than a lot of adults - what's at
stake here: freedom,,,. Barr
said
"Young people, also, first
entering t_h e work force ...
understand that the social
security system, ifwe don't get
a handle on it or reform it, is
going to go completely bust
within a few years, and they're
going to be left with absolutely
nothing," Barr said
On Wednesday, Knights for
Llberty will host a Civil Llberty Forum, fep.turing represen-
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•
them;" Giampapa said. "It almost 30 percent, so we are
takes a good 10 years to even,
establish a pi:ogram. So ifyou
use that metric, our pr<?gr~
has only started maturing m
the last couple of years, and
we're startin_g to see the
results of it."
UCF researchers ·received
$122.8 million in external
funding for the 2007-08 fiscal
year, Abney said Funding for '
research has been steadily
growing since 2004, when the
amount of external funding
was only $82.8 million,
according to the Office of
Research and Commercialization's 2007 Annual Report.
- · "With typical research
universities, 7 to 10 percent of
the money -they take in to
their research program
comes from industry and the
rest comes from state and
federal
government,"
Giampapa said._"For UCF, it's

much more connected to
industry in the local area. And
another thing that you'll
notice 1s that our research
center is near the industries
that are important in our local
economics in Central FloriL
da."
1.
UCF does better in private
funding than other institutions because the university
encourages that relationship,
Abney said. The university
receives private funding from
businesses that range from
the big aerosp~ce companies,
such as Lockheed Marlin, to
the small start-ups that want
to be near the university, a11d
even faculty member start
ups.
University research and
technology continue to help ·
develop Florida's high-techr
sector, known as the Floridht
High-Tech Corridor. .Along:

with University of Florida
and University of South
Florida, UCF receives funding from the
. Florida .High.
Tech Corridor council if a
researcher agrees to partner
with an industry person in
the high-tech corridor. The
high-tech corridor extends
from the Kennedy Space Center to Tampa.
By doing this, it promotes
the growth of tech-pased
companies, Abney said. All
this funding is starting to pay
off, and some of UCF's
research projects·that come
from the College of Optics
and Photonics (CREOL) and
the Florida Solar Energy Center are receiving national
recognition.
"It's kind of ·a big timing
issue at play," Abney said "A
lot of the work they're doing
at CREOL is really coming of
age in the last few: years.''

WHAT ABOUT BOB?
Bob Barr previously represented
the 7th District of Georgia in the U.S.
House ofRepresentatives from 1995
to 2003, serving as a senior member
of the Judiciary Committee, as ViceChairman of the Government Reform
Committee, and as a member of the
Committee on Rnancial Services.He
now practices law with the Law
Offices of Edwin Marg er, and runs a
consulting firm, Liberty Strategies
LLC,headquartered in Atlanta,
Georgia with offices in the
Washington, D.C.,area.
From 2003to 2008, he occupied
the 21st Century Liberties Chairfor
Freedom and Privacy at the American
Conservative Union.Since 1997,he
has served as a Board Member of the
National Rifle Association. Bob is also
a member of The Constitution
Project's Initiative on Liberty and
Security, and he served from 2003 to
2005 as a member of a project at the
.Kennedy School of.Government at
Harvard Univer5ity addressing
matte15 of privacy a~d security. Barr
serves as a board member for Privacy
International, an international
watchdog group headquartered in
London.
-WWW.B0BBARR2008.C0M

tatives from on-campus political organizations including
Students for a Democratic
Society, Campus Freethought
Alliance, the Knights Rifle
Association,
Voices
for
Planned Parenthood and the
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union
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Barr captured the
nomination in May

UCF works with local partners
the industry impact category,
a few points ahead of MIT,
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New York University. The
industry impact category calculates the overall effect that
university patents have .as a
foundation for other technol-
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$25K will be used
for live simulation
FROM

Al

'Providing seed
money for
research ends
up into
development
programs and
products.'

"Providing seed money for
research ends up intt> development programs and products," Skurka said
The money is eventually a
source of employees and of
research work.
Twenty-five thousand dollars will be directly used for
fellowships in live simulation
while the other $5,000 goes to
a small grant for the modeling and simulation graduate
program, Goldiez said.
Goldiez said this research
-JIMSKURKA
will also benefit civilians,
AT&T SPOKESMAN
public safety and students in
OF ORLANDO OPERATIONS
all sciences like engineering,
physics and mathematics.
AT&T does this kind of
research right here in Orlan- I)emocratic Society said studo to gain potential employ- dents should be better
ees and to help UCF build a informed about where their
self-sustaining
line
of money goes.
"These types of contracts
research, Goldiez said AT&T
employs several hundred and deals that the University
people in Orlando who devel- gets involved with should be
decided upon by the student
op live simulation products.
Goldiez also said more body before hand," Smith
than · $100,000 has been said. ''.All of our money goes
toward this research and not
donated in the past.
Money goes to students all of us approve."
Smith sai<;l that this donawho are researching and
}'VOrking · ob. theses in the tion goes to show that the war
graduate programs, Skurka is not some distant unreachsaid. Two students are cur- able thing, it is right in our
rently working on the newest backyard. He said our money
wireless communication that and educations are directly
will not need mobile towers. tied to military research.
"Products are being built
This could become the next
generation of cell phones and by your university and with
· your money and they are
wireless devices.
The simulations used for killing people overseas and
military purposes are similar furthering militarism that
to playing laser tag or paint- sends young men and women
ball, Goldiez said. Eye-safe off to die in conflicts that ben- ;
lasers are used, but for mili- efit only the elite," Smith said.
The press release also says
tary simulations these lasers
do not work properly. The that AT&T supports the unibecause
their
current technology does not versity
work in fog and shoots bullet- research has helped with
replacement lasers in a per- training in the Army. The
fectly straight line. Actual company sees its partnership
bullets are shot with an arc. with UCF as a way to provide
The AT&T funding -is being · opportunities
Skurka said that AT&T is a
used to re.search better methhuge supporter of the comods for these simulations.
According to a press munity it lives and .works in,
release from UCF News & employing 300,000 people
Information, during' the past worldwide. He said they
five years AT&T and the donate to the American CanArmy have worked together cer Society, send free calling
to ensure that the .,Army cards to soldiers in support of
. troops have access to more the Army, as well as providrealistic simulated battlefield ing foundations grants to uniconditiop.s to prepare them versities. From these grants
comes innovations and ideas
for combat;- • ,,,.
Austin Smith, local repre- to improve the companies
sentative for Students for a products.
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S_tudenbs question before voting
FROM

Al

ties Seat 3 and a pending
director for SGA's Student
Advocacy unit, attended the
.event as well.
Aside from Bishop and
Cates, Senators Stephen
Mortellaro, College of Sciences Seat 1, and Joe Cowap,
College of Engineering and
Computer· Science Seat 6,
were some of the current senators nmning for re-election

''I wanted to see if the stu-

dents would come out and
is running for re-election.
meet the current senators,
Both Bishop and Sen. and ask about the upcoming
Christopher Cates, College of elections," SGNs Judicial
Engineering and Computer ·Adviser Sherri-Ann Grant
. Science Seat 2, said they said. "I just stopped by to
wished the event took place show support."
outside, where there were
Speaker of the Senate
more students to talk to.
Brian Peterson also stopped
Cates is running to main- by. Sen. Brendon Rivard,
tain his seat.
College of Arts and Humani-

who attended the event.
Aaron Alva, a first-time
candidate for the senate,
attended the event, but
declined to be interviewed.
Alva is nmning for Seat 4 in
the College of Business
Administration. ·
Cates said the event was
"an opportunity to meet students, and ask what college
they're in."

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

2008 Democratic presidential hopeful S~ . Barack Obama, D-111., was greeted by a packed stadium in Dunedin on Wedn~day at Knology Park. Obama encouraged
spectators to make a change and to mal!:e their voice heard by voting on Nov. 4. For more photographs from Obama's visit to Dunedin, visit www.UCFnews.com.
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Amendm nt 2 will nullify civilunions, too
FROM

Al

AMENDMENT2

sex marriage. By passing
Amendment 2, the chance of
THIS IS THE TEXT OF THE FLORIDA MARRIAGE PROTECTION AMENDMENT:
ever, being able to legalize
"Inasmuch as marriage is the legal union of only one man and one woman as
same sex.• marriage .would
husband and wife, no other legal union that is treated as marriage or the
become slim to none.
substantial equivalent thereofshall be valid or recognized."
'We think it is blatant discrimination," said Jessica .
Osborn, President of GLBSU. tather the chance to be treat- While gay marriage would
"It's a big deal Discrimina.; ed as equals.
provide certain rights to peotion shoµldn't be on the Con"I am extremely against ple who· are in long term,
stitution, no· matter whose it Amendment 2 because it is monogamous relationships, it
is."
really an attack on anyone wouldn't provide these rights
The amendment will not who lives differently than the to anyone who isn't."
only
nullify
marriages accepted norm," said Evan
GLBSU is looking for volbetween individuals of the Wyss, a UCF humanities unteers to help spread the
same sex, but also civil major.
wotd to students and memunions and domestic partner"Voting for Amendment 2 bers of the community.
ships. Many people that take I :is clearly saying that you While it has a large number
advantage of these options I believe heterosexuals are of participants at the club, the
are straight individuals, and superior to everyone else. ainount of people available
because of the amendment's The misconception is that for presentations is slim.
reach, groups such as the being against Amendment 2
Volunteers would be
AARP are .also fighting is being for gay marriage," responsible for a number of
against Amendment 2.
Wyss said. "This is not the things, including tabling at
Many gay-couples are not , case. I am a queer person clubs, called Clubl?ing for
looking for · marriage, but who is against gay marriage. Fairness, and giving presenta~
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tions.
"It's really important to
volunteer because there are a
lot of people in the. gay community that don't even know
what Amendment 2 is all
about," said Christina Forle, a
freshman . public . relations
pending major. "I'm straight,
and I've participated fu several events to fight against the
possible effects of this
amendm1mt, and it's amazing
· how little people actually
know about it."
Each v.olunteer will go
through a training session
that will teach them about the
amendment, responsibilities,
club meetings, campus
events and tabling. The session typically ,runs about an
hour long.
'~yone -can volunteer
who agrees with the cause,"
said Osborn. "Even if cl,ll you
have is one hour a week, we
need that hour."
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COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM

UCF true freshman quarterback Rob Calabrese, left, was supposed to bE;the Knights' No. 3 QB this season. But when starter Michael Greco, right, injured his knee, Calabrese was put in against Boston College. Both are expected to play versus UTEP.

,BRIAN MURPHY

need of a victory.The Knights will begin the
gaiµe with Michael Greco at
f you like football games quarterbac_k, but it is now clear
with intrigue and uncer- · that he was not replaced only
tainty, then Saturday because of his ineffectiveness
night's matchup betw~en the · early against Boston College
UCF Knights and lITEP Min- 11.ast week. Greco advanced the
ers is right ~p your ~~Y. • , · - offense -79 yards in four drives
There will be fhnd m-game with no points and a turnover
quarterback movement, ques- to open the game against the
tionable running games, place Eagles. True freshman Rob
kicker position battles and · Calabrese became the Knights'
injury speculation. And it's all quarterback before the fifth
centered around a couple of possession and, according to
teams - with UCF at 1~2 ~d - UCF head coach George
UTEP at 0-3 - that are m dire O'Leary, Knight fans should
Sports Editor

I

get used to that sight. ·
"There is no competition
because it is [Greco's] job;' he
said ''But I think you need to
have a second or third guy who
can go into the game and get
things done.
"We've been impressed
with [Calabrese]; and he does
a lot of things I like in a quarterback as far as fieldmanship,
the mobility and tempo."
UCF's offense has had difficulty getting a lot done this
season, no matter who was
under center. The Knights
own the sixth-worst average

for yards per game in the
nation and are scoring only 16
points per game.
.
But those numbers should
improve for Greco and Calabrese this week for a couple
of reasons. Not only is Kamar
Aiken, the Knights' leading
receiver from 2007, ready to
play after missing the first
three games with a fractured

D

For in-progress updates,post·
ga!lle ll!Caps and IIIOfl! on
tomorrow's game,goto
www.UCFNews.rom
PLEASE SEE

MINERS ON A7 .

_,

UCF;s quarterbacks eye poor UTEP defense
·tomorrow may be the perfect
opportunity for UCF's offense to
throw out something new.
NINE NOT FINE
The Miners have one of the
The UTEP Miners have lost nine
worst pass defenses in the coun- ·
consecutive contests dating back to last.
ty. They rank 119th out ·of 119
season. They have given up at least 34
points in each game, and have allowed
teams in pass efficiency defense,
more than 40 points six times.
and they allow 277 yards per
game through the air.
lITEP uses a lot of blitz pack- Very special teams
ages, which forces the quarterThe Knights boast one of the
backs to make quick decisions best punt returners in the nation.
a trait UCF quarterbacks have yet Joe Burnett ranks 11th in the
to show with any consistency.
nation in punt returns, averaging
The key for the Knights will 195 yards per return.
be getting the ball into the hands
During the South Florida and
of their receivers with room to Boston College losses, Burnett's
move and get yards after the lengthy returns put the Knights
catch, something at which senior in good field position several
Rocky Ross excek
· times, although the offense routinely failed to take advantage.
Stepping up
The Miners do not have anylITEP lost sophomore Trevor one explosive in their return
Vittatoe for several weeks, and game - JeffMoturi is leading the
now the Miners will have to rely team with two returns for a comon James Thomas II and Kyle . bined 20yards-but that is more
Wright to fill in.
indicative of a defense that never
Vittatoe's absence creates a forces anyone to punt
huge hole for UTEP, and Thomas
UI'EP's leading scorer is kickand Wright will have to step up if' er J6se Martinez, who was
the already-poor lITEP passing named to the Lou Groza Award
offense is lo have any success.
watch list before the season.
/
The Miners went out with a
Martinez has missed four of
run-heavy offense against New his nine field goal attempts so far
Mexico State last week, compil- this season, but that is less his
ing Z77 yards on the ground to fault than it might seem. All of
just 95 yards through the air. Martinez's misses have come
Thomas accounted for 202 of from longer than 40 yards, and
those yards.
two of them were longer than 60
Without Vittatoe, a quarter- yards.
back who threw for 25 touchAgainst the bend-but-don't
downs and more than 3,000 break defense of the Knights,
yards last season, the Miners will Martinez could be in position
focus on thei,.- run game even often to put points on the board
more.
tomorrow.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

)

CFF ARCHIVE

UCF wide receiver Kamar Aiken is expected to play in his first game of the sea_son Saturday.

PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

The UCF Football t ~ ·has
lost its past two games heading
into tomorrow's matchup against
UTEP in El Paso, Texas.
The Miners will be looking
for their first victory of the season, after they lost 34-33 to New
Mexico State last week when
they failed on a twerpoint conversion with less than 4 minutes
to play.
The Miners have lost nine
consecutive games - five of
them at home - and even without their most dangerous offensive weapon, they will be looking
for revenge against UCF, the
team that ended their 2007 season with a 36-20 loss.
Here are some key things to
look for:

J

•
•
•

_.L_

loss to Boston College, and now
the question becomes how often
he will get on the field
Calabrese had an unceremer
nious welcome the college football against the Eagles, throwing
an inter<:eption on his first pass
attempt
But UCF head coach George
O'Leary said he will continue
using Calabrese in addition to
starter Michael Grect>.
'We weren't going. to go
through the season without playing a couple different quarterbacks, and right now I thought
Rob Calabrese could do more
things in mimicking Greco, than
Joe (Weatherford)," O'Leary said
Regardless of who is at quarterback, the onus will be on him
for moving the football with a
running game that is still trying
to find its legs.

Who's under.center?

Airing it out

UCF played true freshman
Rob Calabrese for 24 snaps in the

Regardless of who is in at
quarterback for the Knights,

HOME IMPROVEMENT?
UTEP's defense aliowed 366 yards in its
most recent game, a loss to New Mexico
State. It was the first time in 12 games
thatthe Miners held their opponent to
fewer than 400 yards.
Starting off their Conference
USA slate with a win would put
the Knights on the right track to
defending their conference
crown frorri last season.
Against a mediocre team with
an awful defense, UCF should be
able to run their C-USA win
streak to eight and start the road
to a title again.
·

COURTESY UTEP ATHITTICS

UTEP quarterback James Thomas II rushed
for 142 yards Saturday in a 34-33 loss to
New Mexico State University.

t
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Early offense propels Knights past North Florida
ALLEN LEVIN
StaffWriter

In just its second game at the
UCF Soccer Complex this season, the UCF Men's Soccer
team was able to stay perfect at
home with a 3-1 victory against
the University of North Florida
The Knights improved to 43-0 on the season with their
third consecutive win, including their second consecutive at
home. The Ospreys dropped to
3-5-0 on the season
.
The non-conference match
gave UCF its fourth win in its
past five games, and the victory
equals the Knights' win total
from last year. The recent success has helped the squad earn a
No. 6 ranking in the
NSCAA/adidas South Region
poll.
The Knights, who have dramatically improved from last
year, were led by Ryan
Roushandel The senior tallied
two first-half goals, which gave
him his first points of the year.
While he was the squad's

leader in points in 2007,
Roushandel hasn't had many
scoring opportunities recently
due to the fact that he was .
moved from forward to the
back line to provide experience
on UCFs defensive unit.
But Roushandel was back to
his scoring ways Wednesday.
His first goal came in the 25th
minute. The shot was fired from
31 yards out and was assisted by
sophomore Yaron Bacher, who
recorded two assists in the
game.
"It was the first goal of the
year for_m e," Roushandel said in
a press release. ''Playing in the
back, I do not get too many
chances, so it felt good scoring
at home. The crowd got behind
us after the goal and it gave us a
boost."
A penalty kick with just 9
seconds of regulation time le.ft
in the half gave Roushandel his
second goal of the game. The
play started when he sent a long
pass into the box, which was cut
off by freshman Chris Feigenbaum. Feigenbaum headed

toward an open goal. but UNFs
Tony Restino tripped him up
and he received a subseqmmt
red card Roushandel nailed the
penalty shot to give UCF a 2--0
lead
'We wanted to start really
fast today and put UNF under a
lot of pressure early," UCF head
coach Bryan Cunningham said
in a press release.
But the Ospreys weren't
ready to give up on the game as
they notched a goal .i n the 52nd
minute to cut the lead in hal£
Matthew Hollyoak scored off a
comer kick from teammate
Sebastian Bianchi
The Knights added an insurance goal by Feigenbaum in the
81st minute. He deflected in a
free kick by Bachex:
The Knights outshot the
Ospreys 20-9, including 13-2 in
the first hal£
While the Knights' offense in
this game deserves some
recognition, the defense should
also be noticed.
UNF's goal in the second
half ended a scoreless streak of

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF midfielder Varon Bacher tallied 4 shots and 2 assists in the Knights' 3-1 victory against North Florida on Wednesday night.
240 scoreless minutes by UCF

have two senior backs in the
goalkeeper Sean Johnson middle and we have Sean back
Johnson recorded three saves, in goal, so there is great leaderwhich gives him 38 total saves · ship in the back.
for the season
'We practice hard to under"The defense is coming stand what we need to do; staytogether really well," UCF ing late and getting to practice
senior defenseman Bryan Col- early to inake sure our formalier said in a press release. 'We tions and our defensive pres-

•

sure is good"
The Kxtlghts will go back on
the road for their next match
against Charlotte on Tuesday at
7p.m.

G

For photos from
this game, go to
www.UCFNews.com

Miners dealing vvith injuries_to .star quarterback, all-conference receiver
FROM A7

foot, but the Knights will be facing a generous defense.
The Miners have allowed at
least 34 points in each game
they have played this season
Their pass defense is ranked
106th in the nation
The Miners' new defensive
coordinator,
Osia Lewis,
installed a new defensive
scheme for the team in the offseason, but it hasn't quite
worked out yet
The scheme, which calls for
three lineman, three linebackers and five defensive backs,
relies on blitzes. O'Leary said
Tuesday that the Miners blitz
on 94 percent of their plays.
While that may create a lot of
pressure, it also leaves a lot of
one-on-one coverage for quarterbacks and receivers with
which to operate.
The Miners have been

outscored 34-6 in the fourth
quarter this season That's one
of the reasons why they have
lost nine consecutive games
dating back to last season
UTEP head coach Mike
Price has played it very close to
the vest when it comes to his
team's injuries, but starting
quarterback 'frevor Vittatoe is
doubtful to play due to a high
ankle sprain. The team's top
running back, Terrell Jackson,
and preseason all-conference
selection wide receiver Jeff
Moturi are also nursing leg ailments, but they are expected to
play.
'We're going to stick together:' Price said during a Tuesday
news conference. 'We're going
to circle the wagons and duck
the arrows with the Indians
shooting at us, and we'll be OK"
With the Miners in need of
their own hospital wing, a thirdstring quarterback stepped up

GETYOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

.

SACK'NPACK
The UTEP defense ranks second in
Conference USA in sacks, averaging two per
game. The Knights, however, have allowed
only four sacks through their first three
games.

GIVING ITTHE RUN AROUND
Through three games, UCF has rushed for
427 yards and three touchdowns. Through
three games last season, Kevin Smith
rushed for 490 yards and seven
touchdowns.

THROWING OUTTHE RECORD BOOKS
UTEP ancl UCF have only played one game
against each other, with the Knights
winning last year's season-ending contest
36-20. The win secured the (-USA East title
forthe Knights.

NOT RElURNABLE
UTEP kicker Jose Martinez doesn't allow for
a lot kickoff returns. Nine of his 13 kickoffs
this year have gone for touch backs. He is
averaging 68.5 yards per kickoffthis
season.

in their most recent game, a 3433 loss to rival New Me~co
State.
Filling in for Vittatoe and
replacing -ineffective secondstring quarterback Kyle Wright,
James Thomas II was the quarterback for the Miners' last
seven drives, and he recorded
the third-best outing on the

ground by any Conference USA
player this season He rushed 19,
times for 142 yards. and two
touchdowns.
Greco is another quarterback that led his team in rushing
last week. He ran for 54 yards,
44 of which came on one play
and set up his own 1-yard touchdown run as halftime arrived

After Daren Daly missed
against the Eagles.
Redshirt freshman Ronnie two field goals of less than 30
· Weaver has run for just 70 yards yards against the Eagles, an
on 30 carries in his past two open competition between
games, but O'Leary said that Daly and Nick Cattoi took place
he's still the team's starting run- this week quring practice.
As of Thursday afternoon, it
ning back. Of course, he w:on't
be the only back in the Knights' was unclear which one would
get the start Saturday night.
game plan
Daly has missed three of his
'Weaver is· still there, but
after that, I think it's a toss-up," four attempts this year. Cattoi
O'Leary said at his press hit all three of his attempts
conference Tuesday. "This kind when he filled in for an injured
of game, I think Brandon Davis Daly versus South Florida on
and Brynn Harvey are the kind · Sept. 6.
This game, which is the first
of guys you are looking at, only
because of what is coming at Conference USA contest for
both teams this season, is only
theID."
One strength for the Miners the second meeting in the allis their kicking game. Jose Mar- time series. The Knights won
tinez was a 2007 finalist for the last year's game 36-20 in OrlanLou Groza award, which recog- do.
The Knights and Miners will
nizes the best place kicker in the
nation And he's got a big leg, as meet in Sun Bowl Stadium on
he's already attempted field Saturday at 8 p.m. The game
goals from 65 and 66 yards out. will be aired on CBS College
Sports Televjsion•
He missed both.
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TH-E LAST DROP
Austin's Coffee -shows off its- artistic side with·a monthlong show

•

Contributing Writer

•

•
PHOTOS BY REEMA DESAI/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Austin's Coffee in Winter Parle recently put up several posters, like the one below, from various parts of San Francisco in their shop. They representthe.city's culture.'

NATHAN CHRISTOPHER
Opinions Editor

M

ost art slzows entail one of two things: a gathering of snobbish upper-class elites, not to
appreciate the art, but to hob-knob with other
upper-class elites; or a nofr_ills, down-home local
bar or coffee house filled with people wlzo wou/,d
rather live in an Earthship than a McMansion~

•
•

...

Musical looks at the
man bepind the glasses
KAREN JOHNSTON

•

.

Groucho
comesto
life at
playhouse

The month-long gallery at
Austin's Coffee and Film in Wmter
Park absolutely fell into the latter
category. The display was a smattering of forgotten posters collected
from 1976 to 1999 in different locations around the world on what can
only be described as one man's life
quest.
·
The collector's name is ;Rhoade.
'No, that's not a typo,
his name is preceded
by a semicolon. Uris
self-described "leftist',_ travelled the
world, stopping in
destinations
like
Prague, Ukraine and
Oaxaca He gathered
posters that piqued
his interest from telephone poles and
building
walls.
;Rhoade said that in
places like San Francisco and Berkeley
where
political
activism flourished,
"the telephone poles
were as thick as toilet
paper' with pro-this
and anti-that posters
representing countless issues.
Perhaps the most
eye-catching display
was not a poster, but
a picket sign from the
1996 San . Francisco
Board of Supervisors
election. The sign
was
a
political
endorsement
for
Margo St. James, a
pro-sex
fe1Illl$t,
who had previously
attempted to crash
the 1980 Republican Convention
and win the party's presidential
nomination.
The cliche campaign advertisement was based on a picture of a
water bottle that touted St. James as
a refreshing change, along with a list
of "ingredients" such as integrity,
tolerance and compassion. Needless
to say, ;Rhoade said St. James' ideologies and alleged history ofprosti-

A_USTIN'S COFFEE
929 West Fairbanks Ave. ,
Winter Park, FL 32789
(407) 975-3%4
Open seven days aweek

tution weren't all that popular and
she lost the 1996 election.
Many of the posters were of a
political nature such as the sign
found at the University of South
Florida from an anti-Shah rally during the 1970s. The group that created the· posters,' the now-defunct
Committee for Artistic and Intellectual Freedom in Iran, wrote, ''Hail to
the heroic struggle of Iranian

people."
.
Another ,poster, pulled from ~
San Francisco wall in 1983, advertised a public graffiti show that
would raise money for anti-smoking
initiatives that were just beginning
to gain traction. A small anti-war
advertisement was proudly displayed at the top of the exhibit
which gave the series an overtone of
peace without violence. The poster,
not unusual for Bel\keley streets,
was of a military tanlc sitting on a
man's horizontal torso, facing off
with his penis held up by his hand
The caption was 'Warplay" - an
image that begs the rhetorical question of which is better: sex or war?
· One illustrious and emotional
poster was from the Nicaraguan
Revolution around
1979. The Sandinistas, a rebel group
of mostly young,
disaffected
Nicaraguans put up
posters all over the
capital of Managua.
which
stated
"!Todas las annas al
Pueblo!"
which
loosely translates to
'Weapons to all the
people!" The image
is a vibrant outline
of a Zorro-like figure, holding a cigarette and a shoulder
bag and inside the
outline are shadows
of ordinary citizens
proudly displaying
assault rifles. The
ironic part of overall
symbolism is that
the interior shadows and outlines
are connected in a
way so that a white
dove (an iconic
symbol of peace)
was visible if you
looked
close
enough.
;Rhoade .
described some of
the experiences he
had while collecting
his posters. He met political activist
artists such as Doug Minkler, who is
described as soft spoken but with the
strongest politics in town. Minkler is
not in it for the money, ;Rhoade said,
"some of art goes in a gallery, some
might go on the side of a barn."
The era that these posters and
PLEASE SEE

Groucho: A Life in Revue at the Wmter Park Playhouse is the biography of
comedian and actor Julius Henry
"Groucho" Marx, from his beginning as
a "Marx Brother" to his later television
and radio careers. The show follows
Groucho through struggles with his
family, his failed marriages and the evolution of his iconic grease paint moustache and eyebrows. '
Roy Alan, founder of the Wmter
Park Playhouse and star of Groucho: A
Life in Revue, said the play shows Groucho in a different light.
"It goes in depth with Groucho as a
three-dimensional person," Alan said
Groucho was a comedian as well as
a radio and film star. He also wrote five
· bestselling books. ·H e was known for
his Marx
Brothers
movies ..
such as The
Cocoanuts
and Animal
Crackers, ap.d
his radio and
eventually television
program You Bet Your
Life.
Alan plays
Groucho from
the age of 15 to 86,
and said one of his
greatest challenges
was showing the
ev()lution
of
Groucho
not only
physically, but
'
through the
massive amount of
dialogue as well,
THE
"There is a scene
WINTER PARK
in the play where I
am sitting in front
PLAYHOUSE
of a mirror and
711-B Orange
applying
my
Avenue
moustache while I
Winter
Park, FL
am talking to the
32789
audience," Alan
407-645-0145
said
Alan then pat-.
ted his head . and
rubbed his stomach to illustrate how often the actors
have to do two things at once.
"He w~ a womanizer who could
· never vocalize emotion to people,"
Alan said. "He used insults to show
love and jokes to make them feel better." ,
Alan ·added that Groucho' s life was
going well, but he was always afraid he
would lose everything.
Director Lourelene Snedeker
pieced the play together to make it as
humorous as possible. "I had a couple
of difficulties because his son [Arthur
Marx] wrote it, and he wasn't always
successful in putting two people
together ... I wanted to make it as intetesting as possible," Snedeker said
. Snedeker is glad that Groucho is
coming back to the theater: "To this '
generation, Groucho doesn't mean
anything to them. All of the cqmedians
that you love today are on the back of
Groucho Marx. I'm glad that his name
is coming·up again."
·
Alan said that this project was fu the
works for a long time.
'We thought about doing this for
four ~ons," Alan said "This had a little bit of everything in it. I strayed away
from it because it has a sad ending, but
there is so much funny stuff:"
Alan guarantees, however, that the
audience will leave laughing, which is
exactly what the. Winter Park Playhouse is all about. It is the only professional theater in Wmter Park that specializes in musicals, and has a live
orchestra.
·
This small theater has 73 seats, and

POSTERS ON A10
PLEASE SEE GROUCHO ONA10

A10
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Comedy opens at UCF
KERRI ANN RENZULLI
StaffWriter

The Conservatory Theatre
begins UCFs 2008-2009 per-

Courtesy DreamWorks Pictures

EAGLE EYE (PG-13)
Jerry Shaw (LaBeouf) and Rachel Holloman
_ (Monaghan) are two strangers thrown
together by a mysterious phone call from a
woman they have never met Threatening
their lives and family, she pushes Jerry and
Rachel into aseries ofincreasingly dangerous
situations - using the technology of everyday
life to track and control their every move.
Directed by: DJ. C.aruso

Starring: Shia LaBeouf, Michelle Monaghan,
Rosario Dawson, Billy Bob Thornton, Michael
Chiklis, Anthony Azizi, Anthony Mackie, Lynn
Cohen

formance season Sept. 25
with the comedy Jake's
Women. The show centers on
Jake, a writer, who crafts
1roagioary conversations with
the eight important women in
his life in an attempt to handle
bis rapidly dissolving marriage to one of them.
Missy Johns, stage manager of Jake's Women, said she
was happy to work with the
character's thoughts, "I'm
excited about it being in Jake's
mind He does things we do
everyday but don't talk about.
We play out scenarios in our
head but this play is just taking
it to an extreme," Johns said

Director Earl Weaver, an
assistant professor and coordinator of Musical Theatre at
the UCF Conservatory Theatre, picked it because he said
it is nice to start the season
with a comedy.
''I want people to come and
have a good time. It's a comedy;" Weaver said "I want them
to walk away thinking about
the idea that we all have faults.
We all have problems -but
there is a way td solve them.
Have a little piece of theater in
their soul"
Weaver also said that he
choice was based on fairness.
"I-chose this play because we
use a lot of men in West Side
Story so on either side of it we
wanted a play with a lot of
women."
Jake's Women premiered at

the Old Globe Theatre in San
Diego in 1990 before moving
to Broadway where it earned a
Tony nomination. Alan Alda
played the title role in the
show and the 1996 movie
adaptation.
Performances run from
today until Sept. 28 and again
from Oct.2 though Oct. 5 at
the Black Box theater. Friday
and Saturday shows begin at 8
p.m and Sunday matinees
begin at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $10 for students
with ID, $15 for seniors and $17
for adults. Reservations are
recommended and can be
made by contacting the Conservatory Theatre box office
at 407-823-1500. Group rates
and accommodations with
special needs patrons are
available.

•

Ahard day's work

•
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Scott Davis stretches the face of his opponent, Barney Rumble, while in the IBelieve In
Wrestling ring. I Believe In Wrestling is an Orlando-based professional wrestling group.

•

Forever Strong
(PG-13) 1:40 4:50 7:SO 10:45

(R) 12:30 2:50 5:10 7:3510:2512:5Sam

Eagle Eye
(PG-13) 12:10 12:45 1J5 3:20 4:00 4:55 6:50 7:40
8:159:3510:3011:1012:20am

ASHLEY INGUANTA

Fireproof •

Staff Writer

(PG) 1:30 4:35 10:0512:SOam

MiradeatStAnna
(R) 1:00 4:30 8:00 11 :30

National Lampoon Presents RoboDoc
(R) 12:15 2:40 5:25 7:4510-351:00am

Nights in1lodanthe
(PG-13) 12:00 2:30 5:0I) 7:30 10:00 12:30am

GhostTown
(PG-13) 1:25 5:058:0510:55

Igor
(PG) 11:50am 2:25 4:45 7:25 10:1512:35am

LakeviewTerrace
(PG-13) 11:5Sam.2:35 4:20 5:15 7:00 7:5510:00
10:40 12:45am
Open Captioned Showtimes
1:15

My Best Friend's Girl
(R) 12:05 1:45 2:45 4:15 5:206:45 8:109:2510:50

12:10am

Bum After Reading
(R) 1:204:407:1510:10

Righteous Kill
(R) 12:15 2:S05:15 7:5510:45

Tyler Peny's The FamilyThat Preys
(PG-13) 12:20 2:55 7:05 9:50 12:40am

TheWomen
(PG-13) 1:504:25 7:109:4512:lSam

The House Bunny
(PG-13) 12:506:55 _

The Dark Knight
(PG-13) 3:15 9:40
- Listings for Friday, Sept. 26

ONLINE COVERAGE~
Cultural Pop by Kris Kelly
Its finally happened: Rush joins the
Rock Band lineup, with Moving
Pictures now available for the game.

Sesame Street by Christina Macaluso
The Sesame Street gang comes to the
UCF Arena for Sesame Street live:
When Elmo Grows Up.

Milleriia Art by Kerri Ann Renzulli
"Art of the Vessel: an exhibition;'
which features international artists,
opens at the Millenia Fine A,_rt Gallery.

Pro Wrestfing'by Eric Woodard
Pro wrestlers square off iR six
matches at the Downtown Recreation
Center in Orlando.

With colorful abstract artwork, soft couches,
live music, ari. organic menu and more than 88
varieties of tea, the Infusion Tea Cafe provides
a full-out sensory experience, offering customers a ~!axing environment.
'Western culture is accepting tea more,"
General Manager Lucas Koester said "The
health benefits are just starting to be known."
The cafe's owners, Brad and Christina
Cowherd, said they were inspired to open Infusion Tea when they were in the Peace Corps in
· Guatemala from 2002 to 2004. They returned
to the U.S. in S~tember 2004, and opened the
cafe that Decembet
'When we were there a lot of our jobs had to
do with organic farming, so we got into organic
vegetarian eating and organic tea," Christina
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Cowherd said "[We] were thinking that when Relaxing ambiance and decor make Infusion Tea Cafe calming.
we move back to Orlando, there's just no plac~
where we can get that kind of food and tea
Laura Francis-Hodges, a UCF alumna who ·
here."
graduated in the '80s, said the cafe's appeal lies
A collage of neon moons, stars and abstract in its organic menu. - ·
shapes titled Paradise Reformed rests above 11?-e
''There is an organic, earthy vibe," Franciscouch. The cafe's maxim, "Slow down. Sip. 'Ibis Hodges said "It feels healthy. I love their bisis true life," is painted on the wall.
cotti and a cup of hot chai tea."
· Another standout piece of artwork was - Maria Francis, 16, agreed.
titled Let There~ Light, a swirling of textured
''It's relaxing; it always smells good," Francis
colors on a feflective surface, their shapes said ''I like their jasmine pearl tea and pastries,
resembling a palm tree, ocean water and a sun. especially their chocolate croissants.... The
While ~ month's artwork is by Koester, , honey-glazed pear salad is also delicious."
the pieces of artwork change at the end ofevery
Along with salads and pastries, the cafe
month.
·
offers whole-wheat wraps, tea sandwiches,
''By changing out our walls with art every soups, hummus pitas, platters and pizzas.
month or so, we're creating a positive flow of
While there is the classic cucumber tea
energy by visual means," Koester said
sandwich, complete with white bread triangles,
Brad Cowherd said tea has about one-third there are also less traditional styles like the
of the caffeine of coffee, which is the most herbed cream cheese tea sandwich with walimportant element of tea•J formula for relax- nuts, herbed cream cheese and dried cranberation.
ries on fruit-and-nut bread
''Even ifyou're drinking the most caffeinated
The cafe also serves coffee, water, eggnog,
tea that we have, it's not going to give you the spiced cider and hot chocolate.
jolt that coffee does," he said
The €afe's main locafam is on Edgewater
If customers would rather sit at a table than Drive in Orlando. If patrons don't have time to
eat and drink on the couches, tables decorated sit inside, they can take their meal to go, or have
with small bowls filled with brown-and-white, food catered to special events. ·
heart-shaped sugar cubes, jars of honey and
"Part of what drew me into tea is the ritual
hourglasses line the cafe's floor. The bright that [it] involves," Christina Cowherd said "It
green chairs complement the cafe's modern, forces people to slow down and just enjoy the
yet warm feel
moment ... we try to bring that ritual of tea l.nto
''I feel comfortable sitting here for long peri- Infusion and help people to take a relaxing
ods oftime and ordering tea," said Kiva Bennett, break and just enjoy life a little bit outside of the
an English education major.
hustle and bustle."

..

FREE ADMiSSION
All PERFORMANCES!
Effective M-ndav, Sept 29th
LIVE JAi-ALAi RmlRNS JAN. 1ST
This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

College Students Always Free

For more on these stories go to

Posters, picket signs _displayed

www.UCFNews.com

FROM

HIGH FIVES

A9

sighs came from are like an
inconceivable dream to people like ;Rhoade, who smqetimes can't believe some of
the things he sees happening
in the 21st century. One of his
last international trips was to

For the week ending Sept.24 ·
TELEVISION
1.Sundoy Night Football (Dallas vs. Green

Bay),NBC
2. House, Fox .
3. 60 Minutes, CBS
4. Sunday Night NFL Pre-Kickoff, NBC
5. Fringe, Fox

Czechoslovakia, during the
fall of the Soviet Uniori and
the Velvet Revolution. He said
his American passport meant
that he was treated with the
utmost respeq: from international citizens and authorities
- a display of civility he said
is virtually non-existent today.

FROM

4./gor,MGM
5. Righteous Kill, Overture Films

HOT FIVE
1."So What;' Pink. Laface/Zomba.

2. "Whatever You Like;"T.I. Grand
Hustle/Atlantic
3. "Disturbia;' Rihanna. SRP/Def Jam/lDJMG.
4. "Paper Planes;' M.I.A. Xl/lnterscope.
5. "Swagga Like Us,"Jay-Z&T.I. feat. Kanye
West. & Lil Wayne. Grand Hustle/Atlantic

A9

provides a personal setting to
tickle people's funny bones.
"That is what keeps people
coming back," Alan said.
"They feel so intimate; they
can see faces."
-

Andre Reyna, a UCF junior political science major,
was in musical theater in high
school, and is excited to see
Groucho on stage.
"Groucho presented a
comedy that _w asn't present
during his time," Reyna said

(With Valid I.D.)
(t

'Ibis vivid exhibit of politically motivated art at Austin's
was a demonstration of colorful protest from an artist who
wants nothing more than to
see citizens return to an international mindset and put an
end to Americanized isolation.

Groucho a pioneer in comedy

FILM
1. Lakeview T~"ace, Sony Screen Gem.
, 2. Bum After Reading, Focus
3. My Best Friend's Girl, Lionsgate

"It will be interesting to see
the play because of the
impact he has made on a generation."
Groucho: A Life in Revue
will play at the Wmter Park
Playhouse Sept. 19 to Oct. ll.
Student tickets are $22.

.,

(

<

<

'

ALBUMS
1. "Death Magnetic," Metallica. Warner Bros.

•
•
•
•

•

Tea time at Infusion Cafe

Choke

2."The Recession;'Young Jeezy. CTE/Def
Jam/IDJMG .
3. "Rock n Roll Jesus,• Kid Rock. Top
Dog/Atlantic/AG. (Platinum)
4."Do You Know;' Jessica Simpson .
Epic/Columbia (Nashville)/SBN.
5. "All Hope is Gone," Slipknot Roadrunner
CONCERTTOURS
1. Kenny Chesney

<

2.Coldplay
3. Neil Diamond
4. The Police
5. Dave Matthews Band
- ASSOCIAlllJ'PRESS
J

OPt:N

DAILl

UNTIL

2AM

•
•

•

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
Online. phone. fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX, Dis-

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p .m. Wed. for Fri.tissue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555

•

By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•

cover, Cash, Check

Monday - Friday

9 am. -5p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•
•
t

..

l~.

100 r."HELPeralWANTED:

•

HELP WANTED:

~ Part-Time

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training f:>rovided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

PIT receptionist in pet hospital
Fri 7 :30-6, Sat 9-3 Costumer service/
Marketing a plus. Submit resume: fax/
Call 407-366-3426 www.drwoody.net

Need babysitter who knows how to
work with a Mac computer. iMovie,
iPhoto, create labels and Excel
spreadsheets. Flexible hours: MWF
$10/hr vyinter fark Help with driving to
activities and pick-up. 2 nice boys 8 &
12. Need at least 2 Sat nights a month
to babysit. Please call 407-310-6027

to teach classes in Jazz, Hip Hop.Tap
or' Lyrical. Beg-advanced,childrenadult. Gymnastics coach also needed.
Exp. and ref. required. Call 321-3834075

Find high traffic locations to place free
ATMs. Earn $200 per successful
placement.
Email info@atmorlando.com for details.

•

Dance Teacher Needed

ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITION: Sanford firm seeks college
student for part-time administrative
position. Typing with Microsoft Word
required. Flexible work schedule. Fax
resume to 407-323-5423
or email gcraddock@laniercpas.com

$5,000. PAID, EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3 .0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

SALES .REP NEEDED!

~-

•
.,

•

Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
. availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com
Looking for a tutor/mentor for high
school junior boy. Organizational/study
skills. Highly motivated positive person.
E-mail bobyb61@yahoo.com ASAP
SALES REPS NEEDED NOW
National ID Theft Center Interviews
This week. Get paid while training!
qo To www.GetlDSafe.lnfo

125
The Gatherings

•

Is now hiring Community Assistants
Want free rent? Then stop by the office
to apply today, or call 407-673-4401.

n:fjl HELP WANTED:

l~ Full-Time

HELP WANTED:

Berman Hopkins CPAs, with offices in
Melbourne and Orlando, has positions
available in our audit and tax depts for
exp'd and entry level accountants.
Canqidates must have or be pursuing
their Masters or CPA. Overnight travel
required for most positions. Qualified
candidates should send resumes to
LBierbrunner@bermanhopkins.com.
Drug testing and background
investigations will be performed.

IT IS OUR POLiCY TO APPLY
RECRUITING, HIRING, PROMOTION,
· COMPENSATION AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PRACTICES WITHOUT REGARD TO
RACE, RELIGION, COLOR,
NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEX, ·
DISABILITIES, AGE OR OTHER
LEGALLY PRESCRIBED CRITERIA.

J.0MAinKEa young
,i!a:ifF°FERENCE
girl's life?

100 Help Wanted: Gene~
125 HelpWanted:Part·Time
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities

B

200 For Rent Homes
225 For Rent Apartments

B
B

250 Roommates
275 Sublease

A
A

300 For Sale: Homes

B

lmll

C
C
C

325
350
375
400

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
ForSale: Pets
Services

B
A
A
B

500
600
700
800
900

AnnoW1Cements
Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

A
B
B
B
B

ROOMMATES
Room for Rent

OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
ol the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists w ith strong
sales s kills-to be responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target th_at builds each month
aAd offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsib_ilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenye of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into ·
the client's advertising miX'. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand advertising and·digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
objectives.

$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2000 sq ft house. Walk
in closets. Month-month contract. 5
m in . to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@yahoo.com

.

300
2/2 House for Sate 1 mfle from UCF!
Off of Coral 'Reef Drive near Alafaya
Trail. Tile throughout, W/D, Central
Heat and Air, Large Fenced in back
yard, No HOA fees. Call (727)5441 088 for more info.

877-894-2228

Vintage
. Instruments,
Located Near Campus
---- 40Z-679-2700 ---,. $20K Paid
www.workforstudents.com
.

(

I pay cash for guitars,
basses, amps, mandolins,
banjos, parts, cases. Up to
$20K depending on the item .
Gibson, Fender, Martin,
Rickenbacker, National etc.
Email: s-source@pacbell.net

R'o omates needed: 2 females
non-smokers; no pets
$450/mo incl: utilities and interr;iet
• near Waterford lakes UCF, 417, 408
OR whole house like new. 3/2, 2 car
$1,400/mo with washer/dryer & furniture
·
'
Call Cristina: 407-968-9439

$J.9
$J3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement.available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

9
6
7

3
8
4

3
8
7
1
6
1, 7
4
5

suldolku

'

©

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column a·nd 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

>---

6- 1
4 ···-- 8
4
7

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

3
8
9

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

6

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

A WHALE OF A SALE • 263 King
St. Oviedo-1st Meth.Churcfl-Oct.3&4 8-4pm; 1000s of items:
kitchen, furn, clothes, linens,
books, collectibles, antiques,
tools, elei:tr:
MAC 0$ X (Tiger) For Sale
Processor: 1.42 GHz
Memory: 1 .42 MB
Plus HP Desk Jet Printer
Both in very good condt. $600
Call: 407-695-4172

ACROSS
1 Charlatan
6 Scrooge's
outburst
9 False friend
14 Cry of submission
· 15 Orchid loop
16 Spry
17 Conceptions
18 Alley of the
comics
19 List of nominees
20 Antielecfron
22 Key w ith two
sharps
23 Talking horse of
oJdTV
24 CAT scan
alternative
25 Silly goose
26 Co rrida cheer '
29 Feelings
32 Oyster product
34 Gangster
38 Soil: pref.
39 Thanks, to
Gustav
40 Wheel b ar
41 Over-a distance
43 Sop
44 Gruesome
carving
46 Bit
47 Moppet
5Q. Neckline style
51 Pinochle display
53 Wood sorrel
55 Becomes firm
59 Climber's device
60 Grippe
61 Asian
subcontinent
62 Maxim
63 Bobs; buns and
beehives
64 By means of
65 Japanese f ighter
planes .
66 Reuben bread
6~ Dotes {out)

4/3/2 Townhouse Jn Avalon Park
$1400/mo incl. cable, access to pool,
tennis and basektball court.
Available ASAP 407-557-2382

for ,uure mfur111<111tm (u11t1ut free Swll uc 61rJ ScduC, of(1trus founol
JOJ.896 441S t'Xi 1111 urowtt ~atnn 1/) orq

Rate(

First issue:
Each addl issue:

-·· ·-·--·····-

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
MINOS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!

5

9

Requirements

Sales experience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
·
with high attention to, detail.
Qualified candidates should send
·resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

RATES
~

Rate

DIGITAL SALES POSITION

.

Full-Time

CLASSIFICATIONS

1

...

•

PAYMENT METHODS

Pregnant? Confused? We can help!
We c,a n provide financial
assistance. Lie adoption agency ,license number: Al-0808-5268-02.
Call us 24f7 at (305)763-2249

_, DOWN
1 Witty remark
2. PC command
3 Winning serves
4 A'Ssert
5 Small falcon
6 Citrus fruit w ith
red pulp

7 Long tiIT)e
8 Groovy
9 Fr,agrant flower
1O Wrin kly fruit
11 First name of
330
12 C hoir singels
13 Oracle's
21 ZZZ. letters
22 Penniless
24 World's most
famous roden t
26 Fiery stone
27 Big name In little
blocks
28 Bring home
30 Dance for two
31 Headliner
33 With 11D, "The
Avengers" co-star
35 Way out
36 Exile isle
37 Woodwind
39 Calls a chicken
42 Deep gorges
43 Hercu le Poirot's
homeland
45 Writer Deighton
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SCUMISHOD
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- • R EE D S • O A T • • •
B REEDER•STRETCH
LE A f l • f ) I V E • T R A L A
A L T • B Y L 'I N E S L O T
SA U T E • L EAR•MOUE
EX P E R T S • T E N A N TS
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11
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47 Hitchcock film
48 Nitrous _
(laughing gas)
49 M ongol invade r
52 Slow-witted
54 Com pany
emblem

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile '1rom UCF campus ·
.. 2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
Available Now
Hurry, wont last!!! $675/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

Pegasus Landing 4/4 Apt
available. Third floor apt. $515/month
util, valet trash, int, cable, water incl.
Male apt. Contact CJ (727)457-9110

ma
,

•

Want real world experience
and r~al world compensation?

ROOMMATES

$540 All Inclusive
Loo.king for roommate
1o mins from UCF in Oviedo
407-977-0593

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

Roommate to share 3/2 house.
Room 11x11 all util. incl. Full kitchen,
clean roomates only, no pets
$510/m,o Oviedo 2 mi frol')1 UCF,
407-929-6598 Branks99@yahoo.com

Reply A ,to set alert.

F roommate wanted for large 5/3
Wate'tford Lakes house, 3800 sq. ft.
Gated community, granite countertops,
tile floors, high speed wireless internet,
cable TV, water &. electric
all included 550/mo.
Extremely clean and close to UCF.
Gall Cathryn 407-435-4491
Female roommate wanted ASAP to
share a beautiful house in Waterford
lakes w ith 2 ot her girls. No smoking,
must clean up after yourself. $500 a
month plus u tilities. Call 305-206-3831

•

The Northwestern Mutuat Financial' Network was named as having one of America's
Vfop 1n Internships"' nine consecutive times since 1997 according to the Princeton

a financial representative intern, yo,u' II have the opportunity to be in
business fo, )'Ourself- but not alone. Supported by our network of specialists, training
programs and mentoring opportunities, our interns have access lo the resources, products
and assistance they need to help their clients and build their practices. Offer yourself the
opportunity for real world business experience and real world compensation.
Review (2005). As

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 212.5 2 story townhouse.
$600/mo. Includes Util. Near UCF
(407)620-3303 or 305-613-2200
1 Roommate Needed for 2 bdrm,
private bath house. $300/ mo. Utilities
Incl. Fully furnished. WI private deck &
comm. pool. Call Jodie 407-731 -3766

How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636?

www.intern.ship.nmfn.com

(!rotral ~loriba ~uture
Alanna P. Buono
Di=tor of R<cnticing
The Meier ~ncy
2682 W. Fairbanks A=iuc
Winn:r Park, FL 32789
(407) 754-0507
ala.mu.buono@nmfn.com

•

~ Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAL NETWORK•

171e.Qu1etCompatzy.

Large room for rent.
$550.·AII util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2700 sq ft house.
15x 12rm. Month-month contr act. 10
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@y ahoo.com
Furnished room, private bath/entrance.
All util. incl. $550/mo . plus security
deposit. No Sm oking ol'.j:lrinking .Female preferred. Call 407 -733-2125

Receive FREE, real-time n ews and a leru. on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU -to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*C arrier text messaging rates p ply

K

55 Overdo the
saccharin
56 M ine access
57 Queue
58 Droops
60 New Deal
pres.

Quiet lakefront N/S one b/r apt in
historic building, Serene, private setting
Central air, freshly painted. Coin
laundry. BBQ by lake all util + cable
$750/mo NIP Call: 407-971-4052

Call Us Today: 877-894-2228

~

Last issue solved

~

All

•

September 26, 2008 • (enmtl :Jloiiba '1rtui-e

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

•

•

You and nine guests will enjoy a
VIP PARTY tent with
complimentary food and beverages.
Plus, TICKETS to·see the big game on

)

.)

11/08, UCF vs. Southern Miss.
Enter online at

)

www.ucfathletics.com/centex,
)

Or, v1sit a Centex community and get
FREE tickets for touri'.ng our models!
Hurry, quantities and time are limited!

>

10/04 vs. SMU Visit Emerson Park, Legacy Park or _C hase Groves for
your chance at one of 20 tickets, at each location!

.>

·visit us online for driving directions to the community.

Centex.co~/Orlando
,

'r
)

)

.

Stopi~to the W,aterfor.d Lakes Verizon_Wirele location from now through
Thursday, October 2nd and register to win 4 tickets to the UCF vs. SMU game
at Bright House Networks Stadium.

')

)

Ticket drawing will be held Thursda , October 2nd at 3:00 p.m.
You do not need to be resent to win.

•
•
•
•

.

Stop in and register a the fo lo ·ng locatio :

ve·rizon

ir

ss

)

626 N. Alafaya Trai.l

J

(in front of Sports Authority at the Waterford Towers Shopping Center)

407-823-7751
No purchase necessaffJ Need not be present to win. See store lo(otion for complete contest rules and details.

)

L - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -~

